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The ESG Score is calculated based on a proprietary methodology from CRIF S.p.A. and is based on the information which is disclosed by the subject itself to whom the score is referred to
(Evaluated Entity). Above mentioned information is voluntarily disclosed under the only responsibility of the Evaluated Entity and is not verified by CRIF S.p.A. The ESG Score is referred to

completion date of the questionnaire (it is not monitored continuously in time). The ESG Score is not a certification nor a specific evaluation, it has the only scope to group Evaluated Entities

in reference classes for information purpose only. The ESG Score is not subject to any guarantee of accuracy, completeness, reliability of the data. CRIF S.p.A. has not responsibility on the use
of the score from third parties. CRIF S.p.A. is not liable for any decision based on the ESG Score taken by the Evaluated Entity or by any other entity.
*The methodology used for the assessment platform is derived by CRIF Ratings. CRIF Ratings is a company whose general rating framework is certified by the European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA).

Synesgy Certificate

Presented to MOLINO RACHELLO SRL
EVERARDO, 31056, RONCADE, Italy

Certification date

25 October 2023

Valid until

24 October 2024

Macro-industry

Manufacture of starches and
starch products

Country

Italy

This certificate is issued to MOLINO RACHELLO SRL

(Business ID: 00190600262) by CRIBIS D&B S.r.l. for
participating in the ESG assessment through the Synesgy
platform on 25 October 2023.

MOLINO RACHELLO SRL has the score “B - Good”.

Synesgy’s methodology follows generally accepted

international sustainability standards such as the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and has been developed by CRIF Ratings, a
Credit Rating Agency operating under ESMA supervision.

This score is valid for one year until the 24 October 2024.

ESG SCORE: B
Good level of Sustainability

Company with a good level of

compliance with ESG principles, in
line with national and international
best practices.
The ESG Score complies with the
Global Reporting Initiative

international standards and considers
the most important, material and
significant aspects relating to
Environmental, Social and
Governance factors.

ESG Score represents the evaluation of the compliance to ESG principles (Environment,
Social, Governance) of a business, taking also into consideration industry sector and

country/region.


